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The Consumer Expenditure Function
ABSTRACT:A consumer expenditure function which integrates pure
consumption and household investment in durable goods is formulated
and estimated. A considerable increase in ability to explain consumer ex-
pend itures - relative to multiequation modelsresults from reduced reli-
ance on the official classification of commodities as durable or nondur-
able. Further empirical investigation provides strong evidence that
(1) private-sector income is significantly better than disposable personal
income for explaining consumer expenditures, (2) the M1 definition of
money is similarly superior to both the M2 and M3 definitions, and (3) the
weight of current income in permanent income is about 10 percent per
year. A data appendix is included.
[I] INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The functional relationship of aggregate consumer expenditures to income and
other variables is one of the central elements of macroeconomic dynamics.
Theoretical work, however, has been almost entirely devoted to models of
pure consumption of service flows. But most cyclical variation in consumer ex-
penditures would appear to arise in the adjustments of the stocks of consumer
durable and semidurable goods and not in fluctuations in the growth of pure
consumption. So macroecononiists should be concerned with a consumer ex-
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penditure function thatintegrates the asset adjustment functionand the pure consumption function.
A few economistcrnost
notably Franco Modigliariiin the MPS model have concernedthemselves with the distributionbetween consumer expendi- tures and consumption.Their approach hasbeen to estimate separateequa- tions for pureconsumption and for consumers'investment in durable goods. Consumption dataare estimated as consumerexpenditures less expenditures on durables plusan imputed rental value ofthe stock of durable goods.Expen- ditures on durablesare in some models brokendown furthersuchas for automobiles and forother durable goods.Such a multiequationapproach de- pends criticallyupon the completeness ofthe empirical definitionof consumer expenditures for durablegoods. To the extentthat goods whichare behavior- ally durableare in fact classified
as nondurable, the model willbe misspecified and omita portion of the cyclicalvariation in theconsumer expendituresIn my restatement of thepermanent income theory(1974), it was shownthat on the order of halfof the behaviorallydefined durable goodsare classified in the official dataas nondurable goodsand services.1 Sothe standardapproach in- deed suffers fromspecification biases.
The most obvrousapproach wouldhave been tocorrect the definitionof durable goodsso that a multiequation
approach can bedirectly applied.This was impossible becauseof both the lackof the requiredfinely disaggregated data and thegenerality of durabilityin a behavioralsense. To take a simpleex- ample relatedto the concept ofhuman capital,surely a vacationis a durable good yieldingbenefits formany years in theform both ofmemories and of slide showsinflicted on relatives.A more promisingapproach followedin this paper is to formulatea model in whichthe role ofspecification biasis mini- mized. As ithappens, an integrated
consumer expenditurefunction not only serves this role hut alsorefocuses attentionon the basicmacroeconomiccon- cept.
The integratedconsumer expenditurefunction is derivedin section II byin- verting the standard
theoretical definitionof pureconsumptionso that con- sumer expendituresare defined interms of pure
consumption, householdnet investment in durablegoods, and theyield on thestock of durablegoods held at the beginningof the period.This definitionis convertedinto aconsumer ex- penditure functionby substitutionsbased upon thepermanent incometheory
of pureconsumption anda generalized stockadjustment modelof household durables investment.
Consumer expendituresare determinedprimarily byper- manent income,transitory income,the realmoney stock, andthe stock ofcon- sumers' durablegoods, with thelong-term interestrate and relativeprice of durables playingminor rolesbecause of theireffect on stock
demands. The model providesexpected signs formost of thesevariables andexplicates the relationshipsamong their coefficients.In section III, the model is applied to postwarU_S. data with remarkably
favorable results. The estimated coefficients do notdiffer significantly from ex-
pectations and are consistent withthe secular relation of consumption to sav-
ing. The most surprisingfinding is that the marginal propensity to spend (ex-
cess) real money balances is somewhat largerthan the marginal propensity to
spend current income for a one-year period. Thetheoretical model is shown to
hold up well when disaggregated by useof estimated pure consumption and
household durables investment. Most importantly,the explanatory power of
the integrated model isconsiderably better than one based on separate con-
sumption and household durab!esinvestment equations.
In section IV, the consumerexpenditure function is used to investigatethree
outstanding empirical questionsunrelated to the definition of durables:
(1) Which concept better explains consumerexpenditures: personal income or
private-sector income? (2)Which of the money definitionsM1, M2, or Mis
best at explaining consumerexpenditures? (3) What is the weight (J3)of cur-
rent income in theformation of permanent income? Thesequestions were
studied simultaneously by maximumlikelihood estimation for each combina-
tion of income and moneydefinitions for both quarterly andannual data. The
data provided the following answers:Private-sector income and M1(currency
plus demand deposits) dosignificantly better than alternative definitions.The
likelihood function is rather flat forvalues of /3 between zero and 20percent
per year but fallssharply for higher values of /3; hence,the /3 weight of 10 per-
cent per year previouslyestimated for a pure consumptionmodel is retained.
Concluding remarks and suggestionsfor future research arecontained in
section V. The data appendixmakes available.to otherresearchers a consider-
able investment in constructingprivate-sector income, permanentincome, and
the stock of householddurable goods from thenational income accounts as
well as monthly M3 databased on the Federal Reservedefinition for
1947-1958.
Liii THE THEORETICALMODEL
This section contains anelaboration of theintegrated model of consumer ex-
penditures presented inDarby (1975). First ageneral framework isderived suit-
able for integrating allthree-equation modelsof pure consumption,; house-
hold investment indurable goods,c4; and the(end-of-period) stock of
consumers' durable goods, c.A specific butempirically quite generalmodel is
then substituted into thisframework to obtain thebasic equation used inthe
empirical investigations.
The real stock, d, ofconsumers' goods("the durables stock") atthe end of
periodis computed byapplying a depreciationrate of & perperiod:
(1)d = (1 - 0.5 &)c+ (1
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where the coefficient of durable goods expenditures, ,4, adjustsfor intraperiod
depreciation on gross investment2 It follows directly that thenet investment in
durables, id.. is
c4 = (1 - 0.5 8k' -
The usual definition of pure consumption,c, is total consumer expenditures
q', less the net investment in durables plusan imputed yield at the rater per
period on the average durables stock for theperiod:
c =c - id +0.Srk4 +d,_1)
=c(1 O.5r)c4 +rcj_1
Solving for ç' shows thatconsumer expenditures equal pureconsumption plus
net durables investment (adjusted forintraperiod yield3) less the yieldon the
beginning durables stock:
c '=c + (1O5r)c - rc_1
Equation 4 is converted froman identity to a theory by substitutingbehav- ioral functions into theright-hand side. Since the real value,ci,, of the dur- ables stock at the beginningof period t is predeterminedby past changes in that stock,4 functionsmust be specified only forpure consumption, c, and
household investment in durablegoods, &.
For aggregate time series data,the permanent incomehypothesis is an ap-
pealing explanation ofpure consumption:
c =kyh
Pure consumption isassumed to be aconstant fraction, k, ofpermanent in- come, y,,. A nonzero constanton the right-hand side might bepresent without affecting the form of theequation ultimately estimatedbelow. The permanent income conceptappears to provide a relativelyaccurate method for estimating
aggregate wealth (inclusive of humancapital) as comparedto direct estiniates nomally used in life-cyclemocJels. This specificationalso allows further empiri- cal study of thereformulatedpermanent income theorypresented in Darby (1974). Some otherapproach might in factproduce superior empirical results, but that is anopen issue for futureresearch.
The change in thestock of durable goodsis of the nature ofa portfolio ad- justment problem.Households will increasetheir holdings of durablegoods in response to the increase intotal assets fromnormal saving in orderto make up part of any remainingdiscrepancy betweenthe desired and beginningstocks, in response tounexpected saving due towindfalls (transitory income,)r), and as a temporaryresponse to disproportionatelylarge money balances:
d = (d) + A1 Ed'- (&J)e
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plicable only to a no-growth world since they otherwise imply thatno one
ever cams to plan ahead. Given the definition of planned investment, (c4)e,
below, the difference between the models is only one of regression coefficient
interpretation. Wachtel (1972) has a similar model of consumer portfolio bal-
ances inclusive of durable goods. The model captures the main elements that
are generally supposed in the literature to affect changes in the stock of dur-
able goods.
The model is completed by specifying the long-run durables stock demand,
d; the planned change in durable goods, (d; and real money demand, n.
Durables stock demand is assumed to be a linear function of permanent in-




The planned change in durable goods through normal saving is approximately
proportional to permanent income:
(d =
The demand for real money balances is assumed to be a linear function of per-
manent income, transitory income,8 and the long-term interest rate:
m=yo+yly+y?yr +y3i
Substitution into equation 6 yields the consumers' durable goods investment
function
d, = (X1a0 - it3>'0) 4-1(1 - A1)+ X1e -
Pot
+ (it2 - X3v2)v + X3m1 - .k1d1_3 + X1a2 -+ (it1 a3 - A3y3)i1
The coefficient of real money balances is unambiguously positive and the coef-
ficients of the lagged real durable goods stock and the relative price of durable
goods are unambiguously negative. The signs of the other coefficients are am-
biguous.
Finally equations 5 and 10 are substituted into equation 4 to obtain the con-
sumer expendituie function:
Pot
(11)c =+ f3y + + f3rn1 + f34d11 + f3 - +/3611
where
= (1 - 0.5r)(kz3 - it370)
= k + (1 - 0.5r)[(1 - X1)i + Xcr1 -- A371l
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P2(1 -05r)(A2-Xy2)
=- 0.5r)A >0
fl4 =- (1 - 0.5r)A1 < 0
/=(1O.5r)A1a2<0
= (1 - O.Sr)(Xa3 -Ay3)
Although unambiguous signsare assigned only to,,f3, and f3, it wouldbe surprising if the direct positive effects ofpermanent and transitoryincome were completely offset by their indirect effectsoperating through the demand
for money. Variations in themagnitudes ofA)y0, X3y1, A3y2,and Ay3 will
cause some variation in the estimates,below, of ,11, and fl. tor alterna tive money definitions.
In sum, equation iiserves as a reasonably straightforwardmethod of incor-
porating standard notions aboutfactors influencingpure consumption and
household investment inconsumers' durable goods intoa consumer expendi- ture function. Alternativeroutes could be used to derivethe sameequation with somewhat differentinterpretations 1)laced on thecoefficients but the current approach seems themost attractive one tome.
Equation 11 providesan alternative to the use ofseparate regression equa- tions for consumption andconsumers' investment in durables,that is, to sepa- rate estimation ofequations 5 and 10. Thegreat advantage of theintegrated equation 11 is due to thedifficulty of trying to classifygoods and servicesas either durable or nondurable.If equations 5 and10 are estimatedseparately, the half of behaviorallydurable goods classifiedas nondurable goods andser- vices is not allowedto respond to such "durable"variables as transitory in- come and real money balances.This misclassificationproblem does not arise in the combinedconsumer expenditure functionapproach. Some data problemsand biases remain. Someclassification is necessary be- cause empirical use of (11)still requiresestimates of the real stockand relative price of durable goods.But the stock ofofficially designateddurable goods is likely to bea very good proxy for thestock of all behaviorallydefined durable goods since bothrespond to identical
determinants except forpossibly differ- ent relative prices ariddepreciation rates, It iscertainly not clear whetherthose durable goods includedin the officialdefinition (suchas automobiles and radios) depreciateat a much Sloweror faster rate than thoseexcluded (such as suits andonce-in_alifetime vacations)but the bias fromsuch a difference would appear to betrivial. The onlysubstantial problemarises in the relative price of durables, wherethere is noreason to suppose pricemovements of of- ficially defineddurahies to bea good proxy for excludeddurables; hence, this coefficient will be biasedtoward zero. Thus,the importance ofspecification bias and of bias dueto errors in thevariables is indeedsubstantially reduced.
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Bask estimates of the mode' and a comparison with thernultiequation ap-
proach are presented in this section. Discussion ofsome important empirical
issues concerning the definitions of income andmoney and the computation
of permanent income is taken up iii section IV.
Data Definitions'0
A major empirical finding of this paper is that theway durable goods, income,
and money are defined makes a real difference in the explanatorypower of the
functions used. Hence it is necessary to devote particularattention to the pre-
cise definitions of data sources used. Some important series havebeen con-
structed and are made available in the data appendix foruse by others. Four
basic series are available directly:
c = personal consumption expend?twes in constant ('1958) dollars (quarterly data
at seasonally adjusted quarterly ratesSAQR);
c1 = personal consumption expenditures for durable goods inconstant (1 958) dol-
lars (quarterly data at SAQR);
m, = money supply, M1 (average of monthly data), deflated by the implicit price de-
flator for personal consumption expenditures;
i, = yield on long-term U.S. government bonds (average of monthly data).
The stock of durable goods at the end of quarteris computed according to
equation 1 for= 0.05 as follows:'1
(12)ci, =0.975 c +0.95 d,1
Annual regressions use end-of-year (fourth-quarter) data extracted from the
quarterly estimates.
Two alternative current income measures are compared in section IV,one
corresponding to the accrual of purchasing power and the otherto cash
receipts. Each is adjusted for an imputed 10 percent per year real yield, r,on the
beginning durables stock.12 The basic accrual concept of income is private-
sector income, y" (see Darby 1976, chap. 2), which is the amount (implicit in
the national income accounts) available to the private sector (ultimatelycon-
suniers) for consumption or addition to wealth.3 The cash receipts concept is
based on disposable personal income, ye'. Both series are deflated by the im-
plicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures (1958= 1.000),
and quarterly observations are at SAQR. Thus, on the accrual definition current
income is
(13iy -,-y, +rc4
The Consumer Expenditure Function 651where r = 0.10 for annual data and 0.02 5 for quarterly data. Wherethe cash
receipts definition is used, y' replaces y" in (13).
Permanent income is computed in the usualway as
yp, = fly, + (1 - fl)(1 +
The implied geometrically declining weightswere shown in Darby (1 974) to be
implied by a perpetual inventory modelof total (human and nonhuman)
wealth, where /3 is the real yieldon wealth and g is the trend growth rate of in-
come.14 The value of /3 is estimatedby search over the interval 0/31 for
the value which minimizes thesum of squared residuals in the consumer e
penditure regression.
Transitory income is computedas the difference between the estimates of
current and permanent income:
y,, = y - yp,
The relative price of durableto nondurable goods and services is computed
by dividing the implicitprice deflator for personal consumptionexpenditures
on durable goods by the corresponding deflatorfor nondurable goods andser-
vices. The latter unpublished deflatoris derived as the ratio of expenditureson
nondurable goods and services incurrent dollars to the expenditures incon-
stant (1958) dollars.15
For purposes of comparison withthe multiequation approach for explaining
consumer expenditures, estimates of householdinvestment in durable goods,
sd,, and pure consumption,c, are based on the Commerce Departmentdefi-
nitions of durable goods:
d =d,-
c =- (1 - O.5r(d, + rd,_1
where the imputed yieldon durable goods, ris the same as that used inesti- mating current income.
Estimates of the ConsumerExpenditure Function
The consumer expenditure function(11) was estimated byordinary least
squares in both quarterly and annualversions for the entire period1947-1973 for which complete datawere available. For reasons to bediscussed in sec- tion IV, the basic estimatesare based on the accrual (private-sector)income definition and thenarrow (M1) money definition.
The use of OS (ordinary leastsquares) regressions raises thestandard ques- tions of possible simultaneousequation bias.eaving aside small-sampleobjec- tions to alternative simultaneousequation estimators, I wouldargue that there is little problem hereanyway. It appears to me that theconcurrent effects of
652 Michael R. Darbythe consumer expenditure function disturbance on the other right-hand-side
variables must be close to negligible.I base this judgment on two considera-
tions: (1) The disturbances in equation 11 appear very small indeed relative to
the exogenous shifts in the other variables. (2) Reduced form estimates of the
effects of government expenditures on income suggest at most weak
multiplier effects in the first quarter and the first year. Presumably, small
quarter-to-quarter disturbances in consumer expenditures would be met out
of inventories to at least as great an extent as in the case of government ex-
penditures. This judgment must ultimately be tested by embedding the consu-
mer expenditure function in a macroeconometric model.
The annual estimate is16
c = 148.9+1.084- 0.406 y7 + 0.681 rn
(-2.57)(16.69) (6.87) (4.96)
-0376 cI_1 + 29.0 + 1.49 i
(-5.29) (0.80) (1.11)
f3 = 0.15100.231; SEE1.98; R2(adj.) = 0.9996; D.W. = 2.39
The corresponding quarterly regression is
c = 28.52 +0.90 y +0.455 )'Tr0.189 m1
(-3.21)(27.16) (12.67) (7.59)
Pot -0.042 d.1 + 2.95 - + 0.37 i
(-4.39) (0.53) (1.66)
f3= 0.01 [0, 0.061; SEE = 0.744, R2(adj.) = 0.9992; OW. = 1.08
The two estimates correspond very closely when it is recalled that because of
the stock-flow relationships c, and Yr are measured at quarterly rates in
the quarterly regression.17 The low quarterly Durbin-Watson statistic suggests
autocorrelation of the residuals, but that is not present in the annual regression.
This autocorrelation may be due either to correlated data errors such as from
the seasonal adjustment or else to an omitted variable such as lagged transitory
income, which is not important at the annual level. Since autocorrelation sug-
gests overly optimistic standard errors, the discussion below will emphasize
the more reliable annual regression.
Because of the important trend element, the adjusted R2 is a meaningless
measure of explanatory power)e More useful is the ratio of the standard error
of estimate to the mean value of the dependent variable. This value is 0.58 per-
cent for the annual regression and 0.86 percent for the quarterly one. If the
consumer expenditure functions were converted to private saving functions
by use of the identities (see Darby 1975, eq. 12), the standard errors would be
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5.0 percent ofmean private saving for annual data and7.5 percent forquar- terly data Further, theannual sandard error ofestimate is only 34.0peRc'nt of the standardeRul far the naive model oftootnote (8 and 50.5 percentof the standard error fora Keynesian consumption function.
In the annual regression.the coefficient ofy, exceeds 1.0 because theeffect operating through the stockdemand for durables is largerelative to theoffset due to the demand formoney. The long-run effect ofpermanent income would include inducedeffects on the durables andmoney stocks. Of special interest are the impliedlong-run values for the ratio,k, of pureconsumption to total accrued incomeand the ratio,o, of private saving toprivate-sector income (exclusive of theimputed yield on thedurabtes stock). Thesevalues are estimated at 0.90 and0.08 respectivelyon the basis of regression18Y In view of the nonlineartransformations and auxiliaryinformation used intheir computations, these ratherstandard valuesare better regardedas rough checks on theconsistency of the regressionthan as good estimatesof k ando. The short-run marginalpropensity toconsume is given by
dcdcdye,dc' dyy 20)-=--+-- dydy, dy dy1dy,
= (1 .08) (0.15) + (0406)(085)0.51
For the quarterlyregression, the correspondingvalue is 0.46. Thelower quar- terly value reflectsthe smaller impacton permanent incomeof a one-quarter change in currentincome as comparedto a one-year change.
The estimates of this 13 weight bracketthe value of 0.1per year (0.02 5 perquarter) whichwas estimated in Darby(1974) on the basis ofpure consumption. Theywilt be ana- lyzed further insection IV.
The coefficient ofreal money balancesis quite significantin both theeco- nomic and statisticalsenses. Its value is muchtoo high fora wealth effect. This would appearto support thesubstitution hypothesisof the real balanceeffect. This may beinterpreted intwo equivalentways: (1) Bonds anddurahies are substitutes in thehousehold portfolio,and the demandsfor both are affected by anexcess supply ofmoney. (2) Money supply,given its demand,is a good proxy for the unobservablereal yieldson substitutes fordurable goods. Another possiblycomplementary liquidityhypothesis wouldstress the critical role of cashbalances in providingdown paymentsfor the purchaseof consum- ers' durable goodsbecause of theilliquidity of otherforms of assets. To see whetherthe interestrate would pickup most of the explanatory power of the realmoney supplyassuggested by theKeynesian approach regression 18was re-estimated withthe coefficientof m, constrainedto zero. Not only did thestandard error ofestimate increaseby $0.9 billion (45per- cent), but thecoefficient of theinterest ratewas virtually unchanged.The coefficient oftransitory incomeincreased to 0.57,however.
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The negative coefficient on the real durables stock is significantly larger than
the yield on the stock. This indicates that both the direct substitution of the
yield on durables for nondurable goods and services and the indirect adjust-
ment of the durables stock affect consumer expenditures. Abnormally high
durables sales during a boom imply a period of abnormally low durables sales
later, while low sales during a recession imply high sales later.
The coefficient of the relative price of durable goods is insignificant and of
the wrong sign. Although not surprising .given that about half of behaviorally
defined durable goods are represented in the denominatorthis result is dis-
appointing. An unsuccessful attempt was made to estimate durahies stock and
price series inclusive of clothing and shoes. Although the relative price coeffi-
cient became negative, insurmountable difficulties in estimating the initial
stock and depreciation resulted in a slight deterioration in the standard error.
Even were a definitionally 'pure" estimate available, there would be two other
factors making for an insignificant, or even perversely signed, coefficient for the
relative price of durables: (1) The behavior of the relative price of durables is
dominated by a downward trend over the postwar period. This is probably due
to relatively rapid quality improvements in durables which mask the real price
changes and bias the coefficient toward zero. (2) If, contrary to the usual
macroeconomic assumption, the supply curve of durable goods is not infinitely
elastic at a given price, the relative price coefficient would reflect the inter-
action of demand and supply effects and be of indeterminant sign.
The nominal interest rate coefficient is slightly positive. This indicates that
the positive effect (from decreasing the demand for money) slightly outweighs
the negative one (from decreasing the demand for durable stock). Since no at-
tempt was made to adjust for expected inflation, the nominal interest rate
would not be expected to have much effect on the durables stock demand. It
is perhaps surprising then, if money demand is significantly interest-elastic, that
the interest rate coefficient is so low.
The early part of the period, say from 1947 through 1953.. appeared suspect
for four possible reasons: (1) the constraint on durables goods purchases dur-
ing World War II, (2) possible inaccuracies in the starting benchmarks for per-
manent income and the durables stock, (3) the effect on the demandfor
money prior to 1951-1953 of pegged interest rates on governmentbonds., and
(4) the Korean War and associated price controls. The equations were re-
estimated for 19 54-1 973, but there was no hint of a structural change or even
a significant change in any of the coefficients.2° Sothe entire period is retained
for the statistical analysis.
Disaggregation into Consumption and Durables Investment Equations
To illustrate the value of the integrated consumer expenditure function ap-
proach, the underlying consumption function (5) arid consumers' durables in-






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































9The Consumer Expenditure Function 657
vestment function (10) were also estimated separately. F:or this purpose, the
official delinition of durable goods was used to construct estimates (asex-
plained in "Data Definitions,' above) of pure consumption, c, and household
durables investment,
Table 1 contains the regression results. Equation 5 is estimated by regres-
sions 1 and 4 for annual and quarterly data respectively. The previous indirect
calculation of k as 0.90 corresponds well to the direct estimate of 0.88. Since it
was argued that a pure consumption estimate based on the official durables
definition would in fact include considerable household investment in mis-
classified durables, regressions 2 and 5 apply the consumer expenditure func-
tion to estimated "pure consumption." Regressions 3 and 6 apply the house-
hold durables investment function (10)to estimated net investment in
(officially classified) durable goods.
In comparing regressions 2 and 3, itis clear that the estimated net invest-
ment contains about half of total net investment in a behavioral sense.21 The
only significant problemnot present in the quarterly regressionsis that the
coefficient on the Tagged durables stock is larger in regression 2 than in 3. This
apparently offsets a slightly high estimated /3 weight of current income in per-
manent income, while quarterly regressions 5 and 6 display the opposite bias,
owing to a low /3 weight.22 The signs of the coefficients of the relative price of
durables are just the reverse of what would be expected, but not much can be
made of the statistically insignificant results for that variable.
In sum, the disaggregated version of the model is very much what would be
guessed from its derivation and the estimates of the integrated consumer ex-
penditure function. The only significant divergence between the annual and
quarterly resultsautocorrelation asideis apparently due to the use of a
slightly too high value of /3 in the annual regressions and a slightly too low
value in the quarterly regressions.
The disaggregation done in Table 1takes advantage of the estimated /3
weight of current income in permanent income from the integrated consumer
expenditure function. A standard multiequation model would make separate
estimates of equations 5 and 10 and combine them by use of identity 4 if a
prediction of total consumer expenditures were required. The /3 estimate of
the durables investment function will be unbiased but imprecise because of
the low coefficient of permanent income. Since the estimates of pure con-
sumption include elements of durables investment, the demonstration of the
upward bias of /3 (from Darby 1974) applies directly. Nevertheless, the biased
permanent income estimates will provide more accurate predictions of c than
regressions 1 and 4. In practice an even more favorable estimate of c based on
the Koyck transformation would likely be used instead of equation 5:
(21)c = a1 + a2y +Mu had R. Darhy
The square roots of themean squared error1 947-1 973, for the annual and
quarterly Consumer expenditure functions (regressionequations 1 R and 19) are
1 .704 and 0.720. The corresponding ligures forthe maximum likelihood esti-
mates of equations 5 and 10 combined by equation 4are 3.458 and 1.1 50. For
the maximum likelihood estimates oiequations 21 fKoyck) and 10 combined
by equation 4, the figuresare 2.635 and 0.731. The integrated Consumer ex-
penditure function does niuh better than either disaggregatedapproach for
the annual data. But for quarterly data, the methodutilizing the Koyck trarisfor-
mation does nearly as well. The quarterly national incomeaccounts data ap-
Fear to spread receipts and expenditures over adjacent quarters, however;so
the Koyck transformationin this case displays a spurious accuracy.
The consumer expenditure function has beensuccessfully estimated in this
section with no significant departures from expectedsigns or magnitudes of
coefficients, The estimated coefficientsare internally consistent. The disaggre-
gated estimates are consistent with theoriginal hypothesis that all coefficients
other than permanent incomeenter because of household investment in dur-
able goods but that nearly half ofdurable goods in a behavioralsense are in-
cluded in the official dataon nondurable goods and services. As a result, disag-
gregate estimates of consumer expenditures derivedfrom separate models of
pure consumption and household durables investmentcompare poorly with
the estimates of the integratedconsumer expenditure function.
[iv] ANALYSIS OF THREEEMPIRICAL ISSUES
The consumer expenditure functionis used inthis section to investigate
furthe, three empirical issues:(1) the definition of current incomethat best ex-
plains consumer expenditures, (2)the definition ofmoney that best explains
consumer expenditures, and (3) the value of f3,the weight of current income in
the determination ofpermanent income.
The two income definitionscompared are the accrual and cashreceipts con-
cepts.2 These two definitions reflecttwo basic and alternativeconceptions of
consumer behavior. The accrualconcept is consistent witha view of the con-
sumer as a rational decision makerconstrained by total wealth The cashre-
ceipts concept is sensible ifconsumers spend nearly all themoney they re-
ceive. Until recently, use of the latterconcept (disposable personal income)
was the standard practice. A number ofstudies in the last decade havemoved
toward the accrual concept by addingundistribtited corporate profits(as an
estimate of accrued capital gains).
There are many other incomedefinitions which could beconsidered. For ex-
ample Barro (1974) and Kochin(1974) have recently arguedthat government
bonds may not be viewed by theprivate sector as net wealth.In that case anaccrual definition of income would be essentiallynet national product less
government expenditures for goods and services pius the increasein high-
powered (base) money.24 Feldstein (1974)on the other hand argues for inclu-
sion of an estimate of increases in "social security wealth.' Anotherissue con-
cerns the transfer of purchasing power to the government through inflation.
This would suggest subtracting the rate of inflation times high-poweredmoney
and government bonds (if government bondsare included in net wealth). In
view of the high estimation costs of dealing with many alternativeincome defi-
nitions simultaneously with the other two main empirical issues,it was decided
to compare only the basic accrual and cash receipts definitions, leaving for
further research comparison of finer differences conditionalon a particular
money definition and 3 weight.
In section IIII used the M1 (currency plus demand deposits) definition of
money. In this section, I compare M1 with two other money definitions that
have received considerable attention by monetaryeconomists: M, (M1 plus
time deposits at commercial banks exclusive of large negotiable certificates of
deposit) and M3 (M2 plus savings and loan and mutual savings bank deposits).
The M2 data used are an average of the monthly data deflated by the implic-
it price deflator for personal consumption expenditures. Unfortunately, Federal
Reserve data for M4 are available only from January 1 959on whi!e the Fried-
man and Schwartz (1970) data contain no series using the official M definition.
Monthly estimates of M3 for 1947 through 1958were made on the basis of the
Friedman and Schwartz data on savings and loan and mutual savings bank tie-
posits.25 The M data used in this series are averages of that monthly data de-
flated by the implicit price deflator for personal consumption expenditures.
In Darby (1974), removal of the specification bias resulted in an estimated
weight of 0.1 per year in terms of an essentially pure consumption model. In
this section I examine whether that estimate holds up in the consumer expen-
diture function under alternative definitions of income and money. Were f not
estimated for each combination it could bias the choice of the best combina-
tion of income and money.
These three empirical irsues are examined simultaneously, using the regres-
sions reported in tables 2 (annual data) and 3 (quarterly data). The message of
these tables is very clear: The accrual income concept and the ftvmoney con-
cept do much better in explanatory power (as judged by the sum of squared
residuals or standard error of estimate) than the alternatives. Further, the f3
weight of 0.1 per year previously estimated on the basis of pure consumption
continues to hold up in the consumer expenditure function.
Consider first the definition of income: For each money definition and for
both annual and quarterly data, the accrual definition of income does better
than the cash receipts definition.7 SSR for the best cash receipts definition re-
gression exceeds that of the corresponding accrual definition by 41 .8 percent
for the annual data and 10.6 percent for the quarterly data.2 Given the success










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































)of the model, whichposits rational (onsum('rs laced with a wealth constraint
it would have been disconcerting todiscover that the a cru.il (Jefir litiuri ofin-
(Orne did not do considerably l)etter Ihall the cash receipts (lPfIIliLiOil.
As to tIw empirical definition ofmoney, the results are similar. For either deli-
flition of income, the M1 definition does better than eitherM, or M. Compared
with the best M1 estimate, SRfor the best alternative, M, is132.9 per(ent
higher for annual data and 111percent higher for quarterly data. The cot16-
dents of real money balances Would beexpected to decline in moving from
M1 to M, to M1 (because of theincreasing absolute magnitudes). However, the
standard errors decline less rapidly (hencethe t values fall), suggesting that k
and M1 ale properly interpretedas proxies for M,.In addition, M3 does a bit
better than M2 suggesting thatonsuniers find bank and nonbank time de-
posits much better substitutes for eachother than they find all kinds oftime
deposits for M1.
As already discussed insect ion Ill, the estirliates of /3 bracket, but iiino case
signifi( antly differ from theprevious estimate of (II per yearor 0.025 per
qiarter. As discussed ill footnote 22 below,the high correlation of the durables
stock and permanentincome for low /3 weights make preciseestimation im-
possible. However, it is clear fromthe behavior of the likelihoodfunction that
the actual 13 weightmust lie in the neighborhood of 0.1P°' year (0.025 P
(ltlarter). This is illustrated in hgures 1 and2, which are graphs of thesum of
squared residuals asa function of the /3 weights for annual andquarterly data,
respectively. The ritual value of SSR fora two-tailed likelihood ratio test at the
90 percent significance levelis indicated in each figure by SSR''. Betweenzero and 0.2 for annual data arid,equivalently between zero and 0.05 forquarterly data, the SSR is rather flat;hence, the minimizing/3 weights of 0.15 and 0.01,
respectively, are little better thanany other value within thatrange. From 0.2 to 0.6 per year (0.05 to 0.2per qUarter), SSR rises very rapidlyto a much higher
plateau. So the estimationof /3 is imprecise within therange from 0 to 0.2 per year, hut any value much abovethat range, includingFriedman's original (1957) biased estimate of0.35 per year,can be easily rejected (see Darby
1974, especiallypp. 233-234).
Regressions 7 and 1 3 (presentedearlier as equations 18 and19) have incon- sistent /3 weights. Since theaverage of the two [3 weights is9.5 percent per year and there is no reason toreject the previous figure of 10trctnt per year based on a pureconsumption model, consistentestimates of the consi,riir'rex- penditure functionWere mach' based on a /3 weight of0.10 per year arid 0.025
per quarter. The annual estimateis
(22);= - 147.5+1.005+ 0.446 y, + 0.729 rn
(-2 52)(17.42) (7.98) (5.07)
I, -0.289
130.1 -- -t-.96 I,
4.601 (0.83) .47)
662




















0 .1 .2 .4 .5 .6 7 .8 .9 1
FIGURE 1Sum of Squared Residuals as a Function of the /3 Weight:
Annual Consumer Expenditure Functions
130.1; SEE = 2.00; R2(adj.) = 0.9996; D.W. = 2.39
The corresponding quarterly estimate is
(23)c' = 30.47 +0.971 yp +0.460 y+ 0.187 rn
(-3.37)(25.88) (12.85) (7.51)
-0.065 cJ._ + 2.76 - + 0.33
(--6.01) (0.49)P\)
(1.43)
f3= 0.025; SEE = 0.746; R2(adj.) = 0.9992; D.W = 1.07
Strong evidence has been presented in this section for the following empiri-
cal propositions: (1) The accrual (private-sector income) definition of income
explains consumer expenditures better than the cash receipts (disposable per-
sonal income) definition. (2) The narrow, M, definition of money is an import-
ant determinant of consumer expenditures and significantly better in explana
tory power than either broad definition, M2 or M3. (3) The weight, /3, of current
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FIGURE 2Sum of Squared Residualsas a Function of the f3 Weight;
Quarterly ConsumerExpenditure Functions
[VJ CONCLUDINGREMARKS
The central theme ofthis paper is theempirical value of an integratedconsu- mer expenditure function inexplaining consumerexpenditures The theoretical value of the function isthat it concentratesdirectly on thevariable of prime in- terest to macroeconomistsBut the alternativetreatment of household invest- ment in durable goodsas a component ofan enlarged definition of totalin- vestment also has theoreticalappeal. The basicattraction is therefore theem- pirical one. The integratedapproach is much less subjectto biases introduced by the essentiallyarbitrary classificationof commoditiesbetween durable and nondurable goods andservices.
An empirical questioncan be answered only byexamination of the data. An unusually clear answerwas provided by theresearch reported here:The con-surner expenditure function explains the data well and significantly better than
the multiequation, pure consumption-household investment approach. The
reason for this superior performance is that the official data on durable goods
expenditures include only about half of total durables expenditures as defined
behaviorally.
The data also provided strong evidence that (1) an accrual (private-sector)
definition of income better explains consumer expenditures than a cash re-
ceipts (disposable) personal income definition; (2) the narrow, M, definition
similarly does better than either M2 or M; and (3) the /3 weight of current in-
come in the formation of permanent income lies somewhere in the range from
zero to about 20 percent per annum. While there is no a priori presumption
about the best money definition, the results based on the income definition
and the /3 weight reinforce the basic conception underlying the modelthat
consumers are rational decision makers constrained by total (human and non-
human) wealth as estimated by permanent income. The rationality of corisu-
rners would certainly be questionable if they responded to cash receipts rather
than accrued income. A /3 weight of about 10 percent per annum, which is the
estimated real yield on total wealth, is preferred to the higher weights esti-
mated in many previous studies.'
The empirical advantages of an integrated consumer expenditure function
seem clear. Future research might be directed at substituting a life-cyclemodel
for the permanent income explanation of pure consumption to conipare their
explanatory powers. Other areas for possible improvement would be either
the generalized stock adjustment hypothesis (6) or the underlying stock de-
mand functions (7) and (9). A somewhat different line of research would utilize
ie consumer expenditure function to examine finer definitionsof accrued in-
come adjusted for increases in government debt, in social securitywealth, or
the inflationary tax on base money and possibly government debt.
DATA APPENDIX
Several data series of general applicability were estimated in the course of this
project. In order to make them available for future research by others inthis
and other areas, the most important are reprodLiced here with instructions for
updating as revised data become available.
Table A-i contains annual data for nominal and real private-sector income,
the current and permanent (real) income on the accrued definition, thereal
durables stock, and the nominal M money supply. Table A-2 contains quar-
terly data for the same series. Table A-3 contains the monthly nominal M3 data
through 1 959, when they tie in with the Federal Reserve Board's published
data.
The Consumer Expenditure Function 665TABLE A-iAnnua' Data Series, 1946-1973
1946 163.22 - - 223.77 7243 -
1947 176.05 225% 233.20 232.43 81.33 172 71 1948 200.45 243.36 251.49 242.35 90.01 176.74 1949 19935 244.00 253.00 251.78 99.09 17810 1950 21 517 259.67 269.58 26224 112.21 18388 1951 235.42 265.77 276.99 272.76 119.75 191 82 1952 246.85 272.81 284.79 283.37 125.42 204.35 1953 258.70 282.12 294.66 294.27 134.05 215 89 1954 263.97 285.46 298.87 304.88 141.22 22928 1955 285.02 307.21 321.33 317.04 154.10 24051 1956 300.37 317.00 332.41 329.51 162.61 25040 1957 314.90 322.48 338.74 341.79 169.93 261 83 1958 322.82 322.81 339.80 353.38 172.69 27857 1959 345.65 341.29 358.56 366.08 18020 29562 1960 355.80 345.78 363.80 378.48 187.32 30557 1961 369.60 355.63 374.36 391.12 192 38 326.65 1962 392.97 374.70 393.94 404.89 201 22 350.86 1963 411.05 387.31 407.43 419.11 212.54 380.07 1964 447.52 416.86 438.12 435.46 226.49 410.07 1965 486.17 446.71 469.36 453.87 24478 444.83 1966 526.20 471.67 496.15 473.75 264.24 476.19 1967 556.55 486.46 512.88 494.00 281.17 511.70 1968 596.87 503.97 532.09 514.84 302.65 554.49 1969 633.10 512.47 542.74 535.39 323.88 588.93 1970 683.57 528.42 560.81 556.39 3394g 61394 1971 744.15 553.84 587.73 578.72 360.34 692.55 1972 304.55 581.95 617.99 602.60 388.58 77892 1973 905.25 620.52 659.37 629.06 419.04 862.13
NOTE. Cumns 1 thghare basedfinal data throogh 1971 Federal
Reserve estimates of Sf aresIihi.I to change back to 1959
Cot 1-P'ivate setx income in fIIis ofcurrent do!!as To Uate or extend- Y net national product less the folioss igovernment purchases of goods andsCices. gneernment surplus NIAInaijonal income accountsl basis),statisticaf dcrepancy(NAI frderatgovernrn
transfer payments to foreignersnell personal transfer payments to foreigners
(of 2Private sectwomen beirooc of 1958 oollars. Ti)
update orentend- v fS deflatedby the impliot price deflator for personal
consumption esperditures Cot 3-PrrvateslOr Income nltroos of constant 1958 dc,Ilars




and a 4 weight 010.1hillioos of 1958 dotlarsr Toupdate ore. tend G.ly0+ O.9344862v1
Cot 5Stock of consumers durable goodsat the end of the year 'billions
of 1958 dotlarsi To updateor sstend Imirtli-quarter dat-a from TableA-2.
C6:Mcmey stock 5f, inllions of current dollars Toupdate ni estenci...erageof monthly Federal Re- serve data beginning 1959.
Ye, cjr




(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1946:4 169.9 - - 227.17 72.43 -
1947:1 170.4 223.62 230.87 229.39 74.56 169.19
1947:2 172.0 223.96 231.41 231.58 76.76 171.88
1947:3 179.3 228.99 236.67 233.88 78.89 174.06
1947:4 182.5 227.27 235.16 236.09 81.33 175.72
1948:1 190.5 234.90 243.03 238.47 83.63 176.74
1948:2 199.5 243.29 251.66 241.03 85.83 176.27
1948:3 205.1 246.22 254.80 243.63 88.02 176.96
1948:4 206.7 249.04 257.84 246.26 90.01 176.99
1949:1 201.1 244.35 253.35 248.74 91.77 177.05
1949:2 198.9 243.15 252.33 251,15 94.01 178.04
1949:3 199.8 245.76 255.16 253.60 96.48 178.34
1949:4 197.6 242.75 252.40 255.94 99.09 178.97
1950:1 209.5 257.69 267.60 258.63 101.86 180.75
1950:2 209.7 256.67 266.86 261.25 104.59 183.50
1950:3 217.3 260.24 270.70 263.93 109.11 184.87
1950:4 224.2 264.08 274.99 266.67 112.21 186.42
1951 :1 226.0 257.11 268.33 269.20 115.28 187.97
1951:2 234.6 265.99 277.51 271.93 117.00 190.00
1951:3 240.0 271.19 282.89 274.74 118.43 192.80
1951:4 241.1 268.78 280.63 277.46 119.75 196.50
1952:1 241.9 268.78 280.75 280.13 121.08 199.80
1952:2 242.6 269.26 281.36 282.78 122.51 202.66
1952:3 248.0 273.73 285.98 285.51 123.40 205.85
1952:4 254.9 279.50 291.84 288.33 125.42 209.08
1953:1 258.0 282.58 295.13 291.20 127.75 211.72
1953:2 260.1 284.26 297.04 294.06 129.97 214.98
1953:3 259.6 202.17 295.17 296.84 132.05 217.26
1953:4 257.1 279.46 292.66 299.51 134.05 219.60
1954:1 260.6 281.42 294.83 302.19 135.61 229.13
1954:2 261.3 282.18 295.74 304.86 137.34 225.62
1954:3 263.6 285.28 299.01 307.56 139.08 229.51
1954:4 270.4 292.96 306.86 310.42 141.22 232.87
1955:1 276.6 298.70 312.83 313.38 144.08 236.60
1955:2 283.7 306.37 320.78 316.49 147.45 239.40
1955:3 287.4 30936 324.11 319.64 151.00 241.87
1955:4 292.4 314.41 329.51 322.88 154.10 244.27
1956:1 293.9 313.99 329.40 326.06 156.46 246.53
1956:2 297.8 315.80 331.45 329.24 158.63 249.10
1956:3 302.3 317.21 333.07 332.41 160.50 251.50
1956:4 307.5 320.98 337.03 335.63 162.61 254.47









1957:2 314.2 322.92 339.40 342.0! 166.72 260.60
1957:3 318.0 324.16 340.83 345.18 168.37 263 .4 3
1957:4 316.3 321.12 33795 348.22 169.93 265.67
1953:1 314.4 315.66 332.65 351.09 170.72 269.60
1958:2 3176 317.60 334.67 353.96 171.20 276.47
1958:3 325.1 324,77 341.89 356.97 171.83 281.80 1958:4 334.2 333.20 350.38 360.14 17269 286A3
1959:1 339.8 337.77 355.04 363.38 174.35 290.90
1959:2 348.1 344,99 362.43 366.75 176.43 294.73 1959:3 345.3 339.86 357.50 369.95 178.60 297.87 1959:4 349.4 342.55 360.41 373.17 180.20 299.00 1960:1 354.1 346.14 364.16 37643 182.25 299.80 1960:2 356.9 347.52 365.74 379.68 184.26 302.07 1960:3 357.2 346.80 365.22 382.87 186.01 307.50 1960:4 355.0 342.66 361.27 385.91 187.32 312.93 1961:1 357.7 344.60 363.34 388.95 188.11 318.27 1961:2 366.0 352.94 371.75 392.15 189,24 323.97 1961:3 372.6 358.27 377.19 395.44 190.62 329.43 1961:4 382.1 366.70 385.76 398.90 192.38 334.93 1962:1 386.9 370.24 389.48 402.39 194.48 341.47 1962:2 391.6 374.02 393,47 405.93 196.48 348.33 1962:3 394.4 375.62 395.27 409.46 198.77 353.27 1962:4 399.0 378.92 398.79 413.02 201.22 360.37 1963:1 402.6 381.25 401.37 416.59 203.88 368.63 1963:2 406.7 383.68 404.07 420.17 206.60 376.50 1963:3
1963:4
414.1 389.92 410.58 423.85 209.53 383.70 420.8 394.38 415.33 427.60 212.54 391.43 1964:1 433.5 405.52 426.77 431.58 215.95 397.73 1964:2
1964:3
445.7 415.38 436.97 435.75 219.61 404.83
1964:4
453.2 421.97 443,93 44002 223.35 414.27
1965:1


























































































538.60NOTE:Columns 1 through 4 are at seasonally adjusted annual rates: div,de by 4 to thtain the seasonally ad.
jusled quarterly rates used in the test. Columns 1 throughare based on final data through 1971:4
federal Reserve estimates are subject to change back to 1959.
Cols. 1-3:As defined in the corresponding notes to Table A1. To estend or update, see Table A-i.
Col. 4:Permatient income based on yfSt3t' and a /d weight of 0025 per quarter (billions of i 958 dollars). To up-
date or extend: y0.025y'5'° + O984373Yl'L b-
Col. 5:Stock of consumers' durable goods at the end of the quarter billons of 1958 dollars) To update ores-
tend: d1 = 0.24375c0'954r-, ss'here c? is consumption espenditures for durable goods in constant
1958) dollars at seasonally ad(usted annual rates.










1968:2 595.7 504.83 533.46 514.49 291.45 548.13
1968:3 602.3 506.99 536.13 519.84 297.21 558.90
1968:4 609.9 507.83 537.55 525.14 302.65 572.33
1969:1 613.8 506.44 536.70 530.34 308.46 582.90
1969:2 626.5 510.59 541.44 535.57 314.00 589.30
1969:3 642.7 517.06 548.45 540.90 319.02 590.73
1969:4 649.4 515.81 547.71 546.12 323.88 592.80
1970:1 660.6 518.12 550.51 551.34 328.28 594.87
1970:2 681.3 529.78 562.61 556.77 332.78 604.30
1970:3 695.2 536.01 569.28 562.29 337.01 619.60
1970:4 697.2 529.79 563.49 567.58 339.49 637.00
1971:1 722.5 544.46 578.41 573.15 344.38 659.47
1971:2 741.4 552.87 587.31 578.86 349.19 685.43
1971:3 748.9 554.74 589.66 584.54 354.60 703.80
1971:4 763.8 563.27 598.73 590.36 360.34 721.50
1972 :1 775,2 566.67 602.70 596.19 366.65 744.03
1972:2 791.4 574.73 611.39 602.14 373.42 765.97
1972 :3 809.1 583.35 620.69 608.23 380.78 790.67
1972:4 842.5 603.08 641.16 614.74 388.58 815.00
1973:1 873.3 617.61 656.47 621.53 397.72 835.87
1973:2 893.3 619.06 658.83 628.27 406.03 854.50
1973:3 915.1 622.52 663.12 635.01 413.59 870.47
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MOTiS
t A rough definition of behavioral duiability
is responsiveness to transitoryincome Consunier expenditures for durable goods and forclothing and shoesare about equally responsive to changes in transitory andpermanentincome,but all other expendituresare only about one- quarter as responsive to changes in transitorycompared with permanent incomeThus the official Commerce Department definitiondoes appear to capturegoods significantly more durable than those classifier)s nondurable goods and services(with the exception of clothing and shoes). Given the relativemagnitudes, however; the remainingdurab!e ele- ments in 'nondurable goods and services"are nevertheless quite significant.
In my earlier work (1972, 1975), thisadjustment was neglected becauseof the small differ-
ence from unity for quarterly data with 6= 0.05, 1 - 056 = 0975)
This adjustment, too, is small forquarterly data. Using r= 2.5 percent per quarter or 10 per- cent per year, 1 - 0.5r0.9875 for quarterly dataor 0.95 for annual data
I am assuming a constant real yield,r, here. In fact, r would vary overtimeparticularly when the stock 01 durablesis not at its long-run optimum. The observedwillingness of on- sumers to use durables to absorb transitoryincome shocks suggests that theactual real yield variations are negligible.
Darby (1974) demonstrates theinterpretation of permanent incomeas a perpetual inven- tory of wealth.
Other possible influences have beenomitted either here or below in completingthe specifi- cation because of the difficulty in obtaininggood data and the paucity oftrue degrees of
freedom. The empirical results that followdo not seem to have suffered much
A real interest rate is correct here. IfIT is the expected inflation rate andr the marginal tax
rate on interest (see Darby 1976, pp.74-75), thenthe a term should bea3 ji - hr/Cl - il].
Carrying through to equation 10, this impliesthat a term lX1a3i(1- r)hir is omitted
from the specification. Sinceir and iare positively correlated and A1a3/(1-- TI is posi-
tive, this imparts a positive bias to theestimated interest rate coefficient. The taskof includ-
ing an estimated inflation rate is left for futureresearch.
The coefficient of permanent incorrie willcapture the effect of wealth and of secular trends
in institutions, payments technology, andso forth. The coefficient of transitory incomere-
flects both effects of windfallson portfolio adjustment and of cyclical variationsin transac-
tions (see Darhy 1972).
unfortunately, even given the value ofr, the only structural parameters that can berecov-
ered from the regression coefficientsare A1, A, and a2. The other ten parameterscannot be separately identified.
Basic data series were all drawn from the NB[R databank
This amounts to the usual ten-year-life,double-decliningbalance method. The initial value
for December 31, 1946,was computed from Raymond Goldsmith's 1962 dataas 72.43 bil-
lion 1958 dollars. See Darby (1972,pp. 931-932) for details. This calculation requires that c
be measured at quarrer!y rates in orderto integrate flows into stocks
A theoretically more attractive definitionwould be to base the imputationon the average
durables stock for the period c4+ 0.5 Ac4. This was not done because itmay impart
spurious correlation, particularly in the disaggregatedestimation of thed1 equation.
That is, private-sector income equals disposablepersonal income + undistributed corpor-
ate profitswage accruals less disbursements + corporate inventory valuationadjustment
less other personal outlays. For computationalpurposes, an equivalent definition is net na-
tional product less taxes net of transfers (i.e.,government purchases of goods and services
+ NIA [national income accountsl surplus) lessgovernment and private transfers to for-
mgners less statistical discrepancy.14I his goissth rate is implit it iii saving plansI lii' rt't1uui'd go wili rifts anul :nitial U)
= 1946 for aonninia (it,) ann)i4f,.4 for (ioarri'rlv data) were ,stuniteil h' .1 (C i('liai'nrCrrd
(see Ru by 1974 Ii ir i hi .ii Is) a
Income Concepl
"iii rut (aiiiii,il iLina I) 1111332 1.
"St i ititi t(Iiiannt'ily 0,1,0 0(5 IS') 53 7') ii
iei i'ipt(innniial timml ii 0400 211 37 1
ash ii iipR iliiamntnly it,itml 0 01001 54 3573
IS.I his sort's is the most Inriibti'nnatiilIt is a'. pointed out iii tIiii!rodij lion (hat roughly hall
of fwliavmi wal ly nlor able gi ii id, an' inn ttKlt'd amitag iii inilurable goods and smrvkes. 1 hus
their pri( (5 will hi' iiiclindi'd ifl liii' (li'ilonlinitor mislead of thenunheratol. Also, the durable
ii ids pin e del lat iiiis gi 'neraltv lx'! iivtd biased reIn ye to the nrindurahlcs deflatiii he-
& a Lisi' ot mm 'rirap;( I quality improvementin t hi' I' irmer
lii1 he t val ties art' gi von in par tnt hoses Thesquare br,u kits nd i catiI hr ii nfidrmu e inter V.1
for a I)Fobability of nil ire t han 93)pert out ii inn j)Luttn) (iii the basis of I lx' swmpiit ic dnstri ho-
non of lix logarithm iii the like) ihmiod funt tion. mi the annualregression, [10, 0(125
0050.....1) 975I (XXI was wart hid for the value that masiniiit'd (hi'likelihood friar lion For
the quarteuiy rressnim, fl = 0, 0.01. 0.02.....(1.99,1(X) was u'.ed
See the analysis of (hi' coeffn Pills belowe(Iuation itthe annualoeffi( rents shiiuld be
appros mat ely four times the quarterly oneses t'pt for those of and >- Only I he
amount by whichext t'i'ilsis iiiultiplied by 4 for y,. The coefficient, of yshould be
essentially tutu hanged, as the lower qujar for ly value of X, is offset by a higher vahue ofy heii e, Ihi' only t'xper tedhange us due to the slightly higher quarterly valueof the 1
0.Sr) rdjustnient factor.
For example, a rsuve tirsl order autoregressionshows a very high g2 (O the .inntial data'
= -4.72 +1.054
(-1.14)(88.47)
where 511 = 5.82; R2 iadj I0.9968; and OW. = 2. 1.1.
The value of kus estimated on the basis 01 k= f3- 11 - I) SrI [(1 - A ,)+ A1 a1 - )sy1!. The imputed yield= 0.1. From regression 18, f31 08; X1 = - + '('(1 - OS,)0.29, ,/Il - 0.5,)0.72. liii' values i)f andare estimated by
dividing the total simple-perimid changein the dtirabtes stock and the real money stock,re-
sper lively, by the total change inlx'rn.nent income. So 0.7') and 9 0087 The in- timated value ofiS computed as n = (r!('/y,1=n (y/y("
nlg/(1 + 0021),
where g0.03812 1(01)) footnote 12 above.Substitution yields 1 1118 - (1 95 (0(121
-t 0.229 -- 0 063)0%. The estimate of a is computedby rn)ting that in the long-run
- rd -and
( he (1 -ir)=---=)5y' - rd3 Y
Substituting e(luaticmn 4 to e' yields
1 1 Ai1f 1 ir=----- k-s 11 -O.5d--- 1 -'>)











1 -= (1/0.9241)0.90 + (095)10029) - (0.10)10.76)] = 0.92
So= 0.08.
The estimates of the f3 weight of current income in permanent incomewere a bit closer to
the value of 0.1 per year estimated in Darby (1974). The only other noticeable-thoughsta-
tistically insignificant-changes were generally higher (in absolute value) estimates for the
coefficients of money and the durabies stock. All these changes are consistent with the hy-
pothesized shift, but the standard errors of estimate actually deteriorated slightly in the
truncated period.
The coefficient of transitory income, Yriis higher in regression 3 than in 2, reflecting the
larger offset in 1 3) due to its higher money coefficient. Note that, rounding error aside,re-
gressions 2 pIus 3 less 01 d.1 equal regression equation 18. Similarly, regressions 5 plus 6
less 0.025 d1.1 equal regression equation 19.
I am indebted to Thomas Mayer for the observation that for low /3 weights, permanent in-
come and the durables stock are closely related because of the high correlation between
tran5itory income and fluctuations in household durables investment. A high estimate of 13
applies too low a weight to past transitory income and can be offset by a more negative co-
efficient on the durables stock. This correlation is the probable explanation for the relatively
flat likelihood function at the low end of the f3 range, as discussed in Section IV. In regres-
sions based on af3 weight of 0.1 per year (but not reproduced here), the coefIkient of d1_1
is -0.092 for the c dependent variable and -0.102 for the4 dependent variable. Con-
sumer expenditure functions for J3 = 0.1 per year and 0.025 per quarter are presented in
section IV.
As explained in the first part of section III, the accrual concept is private-sector income ad-
justed for the yield on the durables stock, while the cash receipts concept is disposable per-
sonal income with the same adjustment. The conclusions as to the relative merits of the two
concepts are rt affected by omission of the durables yield adjustment.
To be precise, transfers to foreigners and the statistical discrepancy should also be sub-
tracted.
The monthly Nt3 data for January 1947 through December 1959 are reported in the Data Ap-
pendix. Monthly savings and loan deposits were interpolated between annual (1947-1949)
and quarterly 11950-1954) benchmarks by the use of mutual savings bank deposits.
The quarterly sums of squared residuals are biased downward by the autocorrel-stion indi-
cated by the low Durbin-Watson statistics. Note that this statistic is 1.08 for the accrual def-
inition and 0.94 for the cash receipts definition (regressions 13 arid 14 respectively). Only
regressions 17 and 18 for the quarterly M3 comparison are close to a dead heat. That pre-
sumably reflects some peculiarity in the data which also accounts for the unusually high /3
estimate of 0.06 per quarter in regression 17.
In comparing definitions such as these, the hypotheses are not strictly nested and no gener-
ally acceptable significance test exists. Consider the following, however, lithe difference
between the accrual and the cash receipts definitions were allowed to enter with a weight,
.i, (to be estimated) between 0 and 1, the cash receipts definition would be nested (with
the restriction.r = 1) in the more general hypothesis that income is the sum of the accrual
concept plusi times the difference. For this model, SSR could not be greater than SSR for
.t =0 (the accrual income definition). If we suppose that this upper limit on the uncon-
strained sum of squares is the actual value-which is favorable to accepting the cash re-
ceipts definition-the likelihood ratio test could be used. The critical value at the 5 percent
significance level for the excess sum of squares would then be 15.3 percent for annual data
The Consumer Expenditure Function 673and lb per out tie (10, iterlv data So oven on this apparently ginieri iiis test, theash re
eipts (h'fiflhtloii is siguitii airt Is' worse than the arual ili'iinitrotiI hi' s.iiiii' argiiriu'iit sod
criti( al values tsutilcl apply to the money (h'firiitions (I1SC(iS',i'd below
211.The t va I ties are given in pa rent hoses The grea Fir than) per) outonfideni 0 Interval fi ii (I
is 10, 0.2 'II fur annual data and It). 0.06! Ii ir q tiartoil(lat a.
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